Similes or metaphors

Fifth Grade Vocabulary Worksheet

A simile is a figure of speech that directly compares two things. A metaphor is a figure of speech that is used to make a comparison between two things that aren't alike but do have something in common.

Read each sentence below to determine if it's a simile or a metaphor. Write S for a simile or M for a metaphor on each line.

____ I have seen old ships sail like swans asleep.

____ She hung her head like a wilting flower.

____ The trees whispered to each other in the darkness.

____ The alarm clock went off like a siren.

____ The ants marched home.

____ His voice is velvet.
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S  I have seen old ships sail like swans asleep.

S  She hung her head like a wilting flower.

M  The trees whispered to each other in the darkness.

M  The alarm clock went off like a siren.

M  The ants marched home.

M  His voice is velvet.